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LONG BEACH, CA- On September 20 th 2008, the Long Beach artist group, FLOOD, will present
SoundWalk2008, the fifth annual SoundWalk event that will feature returning participants as well
as new artists from the Southland and the international scene. The evening operates under the
concept of a one-night aural/visual experience as provided by sound installations located in
various indoor and outdoor spaces situated throughout the East Village Arts District in Downtown
Long Beach. The artwork combines, in multiple ways, a wide range of visual and audio
components. There will be sculptures, environments, installations, and performances. It is the
variety of work that makes the event memorable for all who visit. Furthermore, performances will
be scheduled during the course of the evening for sound artists with timed performances.
In collaboration with SoundWalk 2008, Long Beach Museum of Art is hosting several works by
sound artist Gary Raymond during the month of September, for more information please contact
LBMA at (562) 439-2119.
..
WHAT: Sound Art Event "SoundWalk 2008", a one-night event of sound installations by over 50
local and international sound artists.
WHERE: Throughout the area encompassed by Broadway, Atlantic Avenue, Ocean Boulevard,
and Elm Street in the East Village Arts District of Downtown Long Beach. The art is exhibited in a
variety of indoor and outdoor spaces.
WHEN: Saturday, September 20th, 2008 from 5 - 10 pm
ADMISSION: Free
PARKING: Metered parking is available on the street; additional parking is also available in the
parking lot at the NE corner of Broadway and Elm Ave.
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SoundWalk2008
Celebrating its fifth year, SoundWalk is an annual art event produced by the Long Beach artist
group, FLOOD. The inaugural program, with 30 participating artists, was enthusiastically
received by artists and auditors alike with close to a thousand people in attendance. Many
visitors had no prior encounter with sound art, and their responses to the event were
overwhelmingly positive.
This year, we again offer another environmental experience with new and returning artists
participating in the alteration of a familiar urban space. Outdoor sound installations add a layer to
and perform in concert with the sounds of the city, thus altering and intermingling with the
ambient environment(s) of their locations. Unlikely juxtapositions of the ordinary and the
extraordinary present themselves through chance encounters with the attending public. Galleries
and stores within the Arts District will accommodate a variety of indoor installations in uncommon
intersections of art and commerce. The evening of sound installations will not only offer exciting
moments of transformed perception, but will provide a chance to rethink our sensory engagement
with the spaces in which we function. Site maps will be available on the night of the event, posting
the locations of the more than 60 artists exhibiting in a variety of venues.
This event is free to the public and is being sponsored in part by the Downtown Long Beach
Associates (DLBA), The Arts Council for Long Beach, The East Village Association (EVA), Koo’s,
and The City of Long Beach. A DVD catalog/soundtrack of this years event will be available for
sale at "Momentum" on October 5, 2008 during the “University by the Sea“ event. More
information about FLOOD and the participating artists is available upon request.
About FLOOD
The artist group, FLOOD has been working on installation projects for the last six years. FLOOD
is interested in testing the limits of artistic expression through collaboration and experimentation
within a variety of artistic genres. Current members of FLOOD are Kamran Assadi, Frauke von
der Horst, Shelley RuggThorp, Shea M Gauer, Scott A Peterson, and Marco Schindelmann.
SoundWalk2008 Participants:
Aaron Drake / Adam Fong / Amy Ling Huynh / Andrew Johnson / Bekkah Walker / Betsy Lohrer
Hall / Braden Diotte / c.t. Anderson / Carlin Wing / Clay Chaplin / D. Jean Hester / David P. Earle
/ Divine Brick Research / Double Blind / Eric Lindley, Dave Mickey, He Yin, Dan Rae Wilson &
Carlo Vogele / Eric Strauss / Finishing School / FLOOD / Francene Kaplan / G. Douglas Barrett /
Gintas K / Hans Tammen / inLimen / j.frede / James Orsher / Jeff Foye and Gordon Winiemko /
Joe Cantrell / Joe Newlin / Joe Tepperman / John Kannenberg / John P. Hastings / Julia Holter /
Karen Crews & Robert Douglas / Madelyn Byrne, Randy Hoffman & Ellen Weller / Mark Trayle /
Megan Madzoeff / Metal Rouge / MLuM / N_DREW (aka Andrew Bucksbarg) / Object Control /
Ori Barel/OTONOMIYAKI / Phil Curtis / phog masheeen / Robert Martin & John M. Kennedy /
Robot Repair Projects / Sander Roscoe Wolff & Matthew O'Donnell / S.S. “SEATBELT” McLean /
Small Drone Orchestra / smgsap / Steve Craig / Stuart Sperling / SUBLAMP / Super Minerals /
The Hop-Frog Kollectiv & Friends / The Carolyn Duo/ Vincent Olivieri

